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Abstract 
Title:           Use of games in nature while canoeing school courses. 
Objectives: The aim of this work is to create a collection of games usable on school 
boating courses. This is connected with other subtasks. Studying Czech and 
foreign literature and writing the most important knowledges related to water 
tourism and games. And last but not least, approach to the possibility of using 
games on board. 
Methods:  The work character is research. It is purpose is to gather and organize 
information about the games in nature, water tourism, and combinations thereof. 
The following is a logical and structured overview of information ready for any 
further elaboration and extension. 
Results:      The result is a collection of games usable at school canoeing courses lined 
up from games to a dry land, through peaceful water, gently flowing water to 
flowing water. I begin teaching basic skills and training stability on boats up to 
more challenging exercises and games for the more experienced. 
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